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Ministering to Children in RussiaMinistering to Children in Russia

What's Happening with Miss Becky?

Where was Miss Becky in May
During my trip to the lower 48, I had the privilege to go to my nephew’s college

graduation in California and traveled into Mexico. Then I had an unexpected flight
delay and overnighted in Minneapolis where I had the joy of a visit with dear

friends, Kevin and Donna Spence! From there I flew on to Michigan to visit my dear
friends, Bill and Virginia and the Mangione family before driving on to Canada to
see family, friends and visit churches. Thank you to everyone who made this trip

happen and prayed for me!

https://soarinternational.org/about/meet-our-missionaries/becky-dwinnell


What's Happening at SOAR?
Baskets of Hope Children's Letters

SOAR’s Baskets of Hope project continued into May with

our partners visiting many orphanages and needy

families. Many of these children wrote letters back to those

who sponsored Baskets and Bibles. I had the privilege of

reading these letters that were written by the children, and

each one touched my heart. Here are just a few of the

children’s letters:

“Today I was sad. It was raining and suddenly - gifts! It

was joy! The mood became good. Thanks to you, kind

people!”

“My name is Sasha. Thanks for your gift. We are very glad

and miss you. Come to us. We wait for you!!”

“I am Maxim. I am glad for your big attention to me and

my friends! I want to wish you health and wealth.”

Thank you everyone who wrote a letter and

sponsored a Basket and Bible!

 Prayer Requests
End to the war
My dad - fighting cancer &
Alzheimers
Children's Bible Camps
planned this summer in
Moldova, Russia and
Abkhazia

Praises
Safety on my trip to the lower
48

Miss Becky's Kids Corner

Games with Miss Becky:
How long has Miss Becky been
working at SOAR?

Moldova Fun Facts
Moldova ranks seventh in the world in

the production of walnuts
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